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The Once-Believed Lost Film Miracle in Harlem (1948)

It is impossible to prove a film is “lost”. This is true even when there are stories that all known
copies were deliberately destroyed. Someone may have saved a copy but kept it a secret. Therefore, “lost”
films are actually “presumed lost” or “believed lost”. On the other hand, when someone subsequently
finds a copy of one of these “lost films”, it becomes a “once-believed lost” or “once-lost now-found” film.

Lobby card from The Schemers (1922), an example of a film that remains lost.
Image courtesy of the Photographs and Prints Division, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture,

The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations.

In 1983, a list of “lost films” (Tarbox, C. H., 1983, Lost Films (1895-1917). Los Angeles: Film
Classic Exchange) was created from a systematic search through fan and trade magazines of the silent era
that were compared to the films known to exist in various archives and collections. The creation of this
list relied heavily on the reviews and synopses found in The Moving Picture World founded in 1907 and
Motion Picture News founded in 1908. Today, the Silent Era website (www.silentera.com) keeps a
continually updated list of silent films along with their availability. They have even accumulated dozens
of examples of once-lost films being discovered (www.silentera.com/lost/index.html). Among the movies
still considered lost is The Schemers (1922), the earliest movie to feature an African-American chemist
(see Image).
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The copyright records at the Library of Congress can also be used to determine whether a movie
was produced. This source is not useful in all cases, however, because many silent movies were never
copyrighted. Nevertheless, in 1972, Minus and Hale published a list of 50,000 copyrighted films at
Library of Congress from 1894 through 1939 (Film Superlist: 20,000 Motion Pictures in the U.S. Public
Domain. Hollywood CA: Seven Arts Press). They also indicated which had or had not been renewed. A
missing copyright renewal can indicate the movie no longer exists, or that no one bothered to renew the
copyright. If the copyright was never obtained or never renewed, the movie enters the public domain. This
means, if you own a copy of the movie, you can reproduce and distribute it without paying a fee to the
owner of the copyright.

Miracle in Harlem (1948) is an example of a once-lost now-found film. It is a musical murder
mystery, and is considered to be the best of the so-called “race movies” of the 1930s and 1940s (Jones, G.
W., 1991, Black Cinema Treasures: Lost and Found. Denton: University of North Texas Press). These
films were produced for African American audiences and projected in theaters that catered to this
audience. It was distributed by Screen Guild Productions, directed by Jack Kemp, and written by Vincent
Valentini. Many of these mostly black cast-and-crew films consisted of a dramatic story interrupted by
musical or dance numbers. The film scenarios posited a world in which all screen characters had dark skin
and in which even the “white” characters were light-skinned African Americans. These were made in
contrast to the Hollywood movies of the era that featured few darker-skinned characters except as maids,
porters, janitors, and the like. This 35 mm movie on nitrocellulose and more than 100 others created for
the African-American market were considered lost until 1983 when they were discovered in a warehouse
in Tyler, Texas, 85 miles east of Dallas. They are now housed at Southern Methodist University in Dallas,
and called the “Tyler Texas Black Film Collection.”  Today, Miracle in Harlem and many others are
available for home viewing on VHS and DVD.


